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Outlook For Gas Prices 
 
eResearch Corporation is pleased to provide an article from Oil & Energy Investor, featuring Dr. Kent 

Moors. 

 

Bottom Line: Dr. Moors states, “I would not be shorting gasoline or gasoline-based ETFs 
these days.” 

 

The article begins on the next page, and is entitled:  

“Gas Prices Are Headed North”.  
 

Oil & Energy Investor is a leading source of investment news, research, financial opportunities 

and insights on global markets, with a particular emphasis on the oil and gas sector. 

 
Dr. Kent F. Moors is an internationally-recognized expert in global risk management, oil & 
natural gas policy and finance, cross-border capital flows, emerging market economic and fiscal 
development, and political, financial, and market risk assessment. 
 
You can learn about Oil & Energy Investor and subscribe, for FREE, to receive its e-letters and alerts 

at its website: http://oilandenergyinvestor.com/  

 

Click here to access the current article online: 

http://oilandenergyinvestor.com/2012/07/gas-prices-are-heading-north/  

 

eResearch was established in 2000 as Canada's first equity issuer-sponsored research organization. Our 

various research packages allow corporate management to choose the form of research coverage that best 

meets their company’s needs. Investors benefit by having written research on a variety of under-covered 

companies. 
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Gas Prices Are Heading North  
by Dr. Kent Moors, published JULY 17TH, 2012  
 

I always find it curious that the same Street urchins who criticize government for 
interfering in the "free market" are nonetheless the same ones pouting in the corner 
when the Fed doesn't propose a new bailout to improve their portfolio values. When my 
children would pull a stunt like that, they would be sent to bed early... not given a seven-
figure salary and benefits.  In any case, that's not the only pouting going on... 
 
A few weeks ago, pundits were claiming the price of gasoline in the U.S. could be moving 
down to as low as $3 a gallon nationwide. Well, these same guys have been quiet lately.  
That's because the price has been moving, all right, but in the opposite direction.  
 
The RBOB near-month futures price is up again today at market's open. This is the 
contract traded on the NYMEX for blended gasoline. The price has increased 5.6% in the 
past week and 11.6% for the month. As of today's open, the price has recovered 13% from 
the recent low, just three weeks ago. Gasoline is now tracking ahead of the rise in crude 
oil futures prices.  
 
The reasons are rather straightforward. 
 
The decline in prices (slightly more than 25% between the end of March and late June) 
resulted from three factors:  
 
(1) Concerns over a recession, both because of Europe and American conditions;  
(2) Increasing inventory; and 
(3) Demand projections.  
 
From the outset, all three were overdone. Each served more the interests of short 
players than any actual comment on the medium-term prospects in the price itself. 
 
We continue to witness the strangest of circular arguments. Soft economic statistics 
immediately prompt pundits to declare there was a reduction in demand. After all, they 
have to fill dead air time with something.  
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That manufactures a reduction in the demand scenario (we don't know there actually is 
one for at least a quarter or more, by the way) that justifies continuing concerns about 
the economy and further downward pressure on gasoline prices. Yes, we have 
experienced a slowdown. And that slowdown did justify a reduction in price. But, similar 
to oil pricing, the actual reduction was disproportionate to the measurable causes. The 
bulk of this was (and is) an emotional response to headlines.  
 
Despite the softness, there is one point I need to make very clear.  
 
There are no figures to justify any long-term and genuine bout with the beast of double-
dip inflation. On the way down, gasoline price declines were exceeding the reduction in 
oil prices. Now, we have the opposite trend.  
 
The single greatest factor in gasoline pricing remains the cost of crude oil. As both were 
going down, analysts would point to the rising inventories of both in the U.S. economy 
as a further indication of the "economic softness begets demand reduction begets 
economic softness" cycle.  
 
The gasoline and oil markets have certainly been oversold and remain so to this day. 
That means the rebound is likely to be greater there than in the energy sector as a whole. 
But there is also something very disingenuous about the demand-inventory picture. At 
the same time analysts were pointing to increasing stockpiles as indication of a 
reduction in demand, the amount of imported gasoline was dramatically increasing.  
 
A surplus of production at refineries in Europe, already strapped by razor thin margins, 
has been flooding the U.S. market. Throughout the downward push in oil and gasoline 
prices, American refineries have been stockpiling cheap raw material and finished 
product volume. This was not a demand situation at all, but a view to refinery margins 
(and profits).  
 
What about the domestic production inventory?  
 
Observers usually point to Cushing, Okla., on that issue. Cushing remains the primary 
crude oil hub, a main intersection of pipeline routes. NYMEX daily prices are set there. 
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For some time, a production glut, resulting in the rise of inventory at Cushing, was 
blamed as a major factor in depressing oil prices. A pipeline was installed to reverse 
flow, allowing some of that volume from Cushing to move south, to Gulf-area refineries. 
In fact, a delay in rerouting that pipeline contributed to the downward slide in oil prices 
last month. 
 
But something significant has happened in futures prices over the past 48 hours. The 
one-month (next out) contract prices have pulled even with the spot price at Cushing. 
Both are now going up in tandem.  
 
The geopolitical factor - read EU embargo against Iran and the renewed threat on 
Sunday from Iranian Joint Chiefs of Staff Chair General Hassan Firouzabadi to block the 
Strait of Hormuz - is once again spiking Brent prices in London. That increases the 
spread between Brent and WTI (West Texas Intermediate) in New York, now in excess 
of 18% and expanding. 
 
And that increases U.S. refinery margins and prices.  
 
Now, there is not going to be straight line up over the remainder of the summer. But 
indicators are pointing to gasoline that is more expensive.  
 
I would not be shorting gasoline or gasoline-based ETFs these days.  
 
Sincerely, 
 
 
Kent 
 

 

BW:  See Dr. Moors’ bio on the following page. 
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Dr. Kent F. Moors is an internationally recognized expert in global risk management, oil/natural 

gas policy and finance, cross-border capital flows, emerging market economic and fiscal 

development, political, financial and market risk assessment. He is the executive managing 

partner of Risk Management Associates International LLP (RMAI), a full-service, global-

management-consulting and executive training firm. Moors has been an advisor to the highest 

levels of the U.S., Russian, Kazakh, Bahamian, Iraqi and Kurdish governments, to the governors 

of several U.S. states, and to the premiers of two Canadian provinces. He’s served as a consultant 

to private companies, financial institutions and law firms in 25 countries and has appeared more 

than 1,400 times as a featured radio-and-television commentator in North America, Europe and 

Russia, appearing on ABC, BBC, Bloomberg TV, CBS, CNN, NBC, Russian RTV and regularly 

on Fox Business Network. 

A professor in the Graduate Center for Social and Public Policy at Duquesne University, where 

he also directs the Energy Policy Research Group, Moors has developed international 

educational programs and he runs training sessions for multiple U.S. government agencies. And 

until recent revisions in U.S. policy, Dr. Moors was slated to be the deputy director of the Iraq 

Reconstruction Management Office (IRMO) in Baghdad. 

Moors is a contributing editor to the two current leading post-Soviet oil and natural gas 

publications (Russian Petroleum Investor and Caspian Investor), monthly digests in Middle 

Eastern and Eurasian market developments, as well as six previous analytical series targeting 

post-Soviet and emerging markets. He also directs WorldTrade Executive‘s Russian and Caspian 

Basin Special Projects Division. The effort brings together specialists from North America, 

Europe, the former Soviet Union and Central Asia in an integrated electronic network allowing 

rapid response to global energy and financial developments. 

 

 


